
It's funny baby bubble man
my situation comedy is feelies —
but you bubble man
who lost your feelings long ago
want to cop a feel —
is it because they won't let you
feel anything else
inside all them plastic bubbles?

Writers' Block is an extension
of Parkinson's Law 
He who stands at the hour
of his impending death does not procrastinate 
He asks himself whose eyes he is avoiding 
He has counted the roses on the wallpaper 

several times over
Not until he hears the brakes in the door-yard 
Does he break the sound barrier
The posse arrives behind him-on the springboard 
All his selves converge as 
Rocket-like he arches into the air
All the muscle-flexing has been of some use after all 
The fox only pulls out a few feathers 
as the turkey at last takes flight.
With one oar we rowed in a circle:
Father said never to touch the motor.
He's dead. Just in time. The motor takes us 
in a circle, too, but big enough 
to cross the horizon.

—  RobertOh Faber
New York, New York

city heat
I would ask 
why is it so hot, 
and all the children, 
answering,
rushed downstairs to the fire hydrant
and under the water
spilling into the gutter:
the streets sighing in relief,
we cooled our feet .. .
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it was fun running in 
and thru the steaming spray —  
we didn't need sand —  
we wore our bathing suits 
to hide nothing.

Once I dreamed America . . .

Once I dreamed America, 
matching it to mountains 
and cities,
trembling with excitement:
the streets met my feet firmly,
silently,
whispering promises 
in the rain.
War came,
we took to the streets again,
the same streets,
echoing hollowly
to the demands of angry voices
asking for an end
to the downpouring of garbage
dumped over the world —
In sweet disguise
we hawk our candied promises
from a white wheelbarrow:
The Great Crusade —
an old man with a death’s mask,
selling apples.

—  Jill Hoffman 
Toronto, Canada

perhaps when the music is perfect
for the moment
and in the same suspension
we will suddenly
find ourselves ....
together

—  Vicki Kover

New York, New York
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